
100% Waterproof Rigid Core flooring



Timeless and 
contemporary designs

The feeling that you get from the timeless look of authentic timber flooring  
is warmth. The very natural essence of classical wood grains featured in 
our Resiplank Rigid Core hybrid collections brings heart to your home while 
exuding a sense of style and design. 

The three Resiplank Core hybrid collections offer an impressive range of 30 
designs with a sophisticated variety of colour palette choices, and authentic 
Embossed-in-Register wood textures. 

With their heavy-duty composite core supported by a super sound absorbent 
underlay, our Resiplank Rigid Core hybrid collections are in a class of their 
own. Strong, resistant to wear and 100% waterproof, the collections come 
with a Lifetime Structural Guarantee. 

Installation is easy with the Välinge 5G drop-lock system, and the accentuated 
air of optimal softness and elegance that they create in your home will have 
you captivated every time you walk into a room. 

Coastal Blackbutt  |  7120

Front Cover - Butterscotch  |  7165
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1820mm x 180mm x 7.0mm  |  Wear Layer 0.5mm  |  5 Star Acoustic Rating*

705 Eternity Collection

1420mm x 225mm x 8.5mm  |  Wear Layer 0.5mm  |  5 Star Acoustic Rating*

1820mm x 225mm x 9.7mm  |  Wear Layer 0.7mm  |  6 Star Acoustic Rating*

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.



Superior and resilient performance

Featuring micro-bevelled edges and manufactured using Co-extrusion technology, Resiplank Rigid Core hybrid flooring is 
resilient and superbly functional. It can be laid on a new subfloor or over existing hard floor covering with ease. The Resiplank 
Rigid Core collections will enhance your home with the perfect combination of luxury and low maintenance durability.

Why choose Resiplank Rigid Core flooring
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1. Resi-Protect PU Surface Treatment 
Provides enhanced scratch, stain and slip resistance, 
with heightened durability and hygienic protection.

2. Resi-Clear Embossed Wear Layer  
A transparent wear and protection layer that creates  
an authentic timber texture appearance. 

3. High-Resolution Decorative Film 
A superbly innovative design layer that replicates the 
appearance, style and colour of classic timbers.

4. Resi-Core Layer 
Stone Plastic Composite (SPC) which is engineered  
for strength, 100% waterproof and conceals  
subfloor imperfections.

5. 5G Välinge Locking System 
A patented joining mechanism that allows incredibly  
fast and easy installation.

6. Acoustic Backing Layer 
An integrated, high-density EVA underlay provides 
impact sound reduction and moisture resistance,  
with a softer and warmer feel under-foot.

7. Anti-Bacterial PE Layer 
Moisture proof protection where you need it the most. 

Chiffon | 7128

Suitable for hydronic 
underfloor heating

100% waterproof

Highly durable 

Acoustic sound reduction

Comfortable & 
warm underfoot

Low maintenance

Quick and fast installation

Environment friendly

Authentic wood texture

Kid and pet friendly

Terra Mater Floors
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Inspired by nature

The Resiplank Rigid Core 705 Eternity Collection has timeless appeal with 
its characteristic mix of Nordic, Scandinavian and coastal style. This natural 
range is both classic and warm. 

Truly inspired by nature, the hybrid range of 10 designs in the Eternity 
Collection have been carefully selected for their authentic variations in tone 
and subtle grains to deliver true naturalism. Together with a fine wood grain 
surface texture, the Eternity Collection is expertly designed to bring natural 
beauty to your home.

705 Eternity Collection

1820mm x 180mm

7.0mm thickness

0.5mm wear layer

25 years residential surface warranty25 
Years

10 years commercial surface warranty10 
Years

NEW

Country Spotted Gum  |  7168
5
STAR
Acoustic
Rating*

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.



Resiplank Rigid Core | 9Resiplank Rigid Core | 8 1colour and / or grain variations. 

The 705 Eternity Collection offers 10 beautiful 
and stylish designs. The 5mm core thickness 
adds durability and resistance to wear to the 
elegance of the finish.

Featuring 8 classic oak grains, as well as  
2 uniquely Australian species, the blackbutt and 
spotted gum, the Eternity Collection provides a 
wealth of choice and colour palettes, allowing 
you to personalise the sophisticated and timeless 
ambience they bring to your home. 

Size: 1820mm x 180mm

Thickness: 7.0mm

Wear layer: 0.5mm

4-sided micro bevel

5 star acoustic rating*

705 Eternity Collection

Sandy Clay | 7164 

Northern Blackbutt | 71691

Loft | 7166 

Portabella | 7160 

NEW

Stockholm  |  7161 

NEW

Sienna | 7162 

NEW

Askada | 7163 

NEW

NEW

Butterscotch | 7165 

NEW

NEW

Chateau | 7167 

NEW

Country Spotted Gum | 71681

NEW

NEW

Order samples online

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.
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Classic beauty

The classic beauty of the Resiplank Rigid Core 855 Corsica Collection  
is drawn from the Scandinavian inspiration of the designs.

Modern and understated, the simplicity of the Rigid Core hybrid range  
is enhanced by the superb colour palette, offering depth that can 
accommodate every preference. 

The contemporary designs are enhanced by the knowledge that careful 
engineering has developed a surface that is easy to maintain, yet accentuates 
the warmth and natural qualities of the range.

1420mm x 225mm

8.5mm thickness

0.5mm wear layer

25 years residential surface warranty25 
Years

10 years commercial surface warranty10 
Years

Fawn  |  7109
5
STAR
Acoustic
Rating*

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.



Anchor Grey | 7113 

Resiplank Rigid Core | 13Resiplank Rigid Core | 12 1colour and / or grain variations. 

The 855 Corsica Collection is engineered for 
sophistication and strength, bringing richness 
and elegance to both residential and light 
commercial spaces. Its heavy-duty 6mm core, 
combined with our proprietary formula, gives 
an unrivalled strength, superior stability and 
outstanding durability to each board. It is this 
resilient core that makes the Rigid Core hybrid 
range resistant to water and a world leader  
in its class. 

The beauty of the 855 Corsica Collection is the 
style is not compromised to deliver durability. 
It offers a range of 10 appealing colours in 
authentic wood grain designs. 

Each design delivers a unique and natural look. 
This, together with the depth of hues, means 
the 855 Corsica Collection acts as a chic base 
for highlighting every décor style through their 
timeless appeal. 

Size: 1420mm x 225mm

Thickness: 8.5mm

Wear layer: 0.5mm

4-sided micro bevel

5 star acoustic rating*

Grey Stone | 7107 

Granola | 7111 

Coastal Blackbutt | 7115 

Dapple Grey | 7108 

NSW Spotted Gum | 71161Fawn | 7109 

Alabaster | 7110 

Pewter | 7114 

Nomad | 7112

Order samples online

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.
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Quality meets design

Engineered for strength and resistant to wear, the Resiplank 977 Summit 
Collection is where style meets strength. The high quality engineering and 
quality of the materials inherent in the collection, provide maximum stability 
and are low maintenance to complement your lifestyle.  

The 977 Summit Collection is the perfect blend of quality and design which 
will bring a touch of luxury to your home. An authentic feel is delivered through 
the natural looking grain and knot patterns. Each pattern has been carefully 
created to express the natural aesthetics of real wood using authentic hues 
that range from softer to tones to darker nuances which brighten your space. 
These appealing hues, together with the refined bevels of each board,  
result in a luxurious yet natural look for your room.

1820mm x 225mm

9.7mm thickness

0.7mm wear layer

30 years residential surface warranty30 
Years

15 years commercial surface warranty15 
Years

Chiffon  |  7128 6
STAR
Acoustic
Rating*

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.
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The Resiplank Rigid Core 977 Summit Collection 
is the premium product for wear, durability and 
resilience, making it suitable for very heavy 
commercial environments.

With a 7mm heavy duty core coupled with our 
unique proprietary formula coextrusion blend, 
the Rigid Core 977 Summit Collection, has an 
unmatched density in any market.

The engineered strength is enhanced by the 
quality of the design finish. Designed using high 
quality patterns, the range features unique knot 
and grain patterns to flawlessly replicate natural 
wood, and create a finish that is pleasing to  
the eye. 

Available in an impressively longer and wider 
plank, with a length and width of 1820mm x 
225mm, the 977 Summit Collection accentuates 
a sense of natural spaciousness in any area.  

Size: 1820mm x 225mm

Thickness: 9.7mm

Wear layer: 0.7mm

4-sided micro bevel

6 star acoustic rating*

8 pattern repeat

New England Blackbutt | 71191

Tuscan | 7123 

Nevada | 71271

Coastal Blackbutt | 7120 Driftwood | 7124 

Chiffon | 7128 

Scented Spotted Gum | 71211

Iron Grey | 7125 Northern Spotted Gum | 71221

Sepia | 7126 

Order samples online

Terra Mater Floors

* Please refer to www.terramaterfloors.com.au for results.



Accessories

Complete your finished look of your room with our Rigid Core accessories. All our accessories are perfectly colour matched 
to accentuate the natural floor design. All our trims are available in matching colours throughout the collection along with 
standard colours black, silver and champagne. 

Expansion Mould+Base

Size 2200mm

Colour wrapped in vinyl 
to match all  
30 colours

Waterproof Scotia

Size 2200mm

Colour wrapped in vinyl 
to match all  
30 colours 

Stair Nosing

Size 1820mm (705)

Size 2200mm (855+977)

Colour wrapped in vinyl 
to match all 30 
colours

Anti-Slip Tape

Size 25mm x 18m roll

Colour clear

45mm

Expansion Mould

18mm

18mm

Scotia

110mm

25mm 90mm

25mm
33mm

Stair Nosing

C-Channel Vinyl

Size 3400mm

Colour wrapped in vinyl 
to match all  
30 colours

C-Channel

Size 3400mm

Colour silver 
black 
champagne

L-Trim Vinyl

Size 3400mm

Colour wrapped in vinyl 
to match all  
30 colours

L-Trim

Size 3400mm

Colour silver 
black 
champagne

15mm

27mm

7.0mm
8.5mm
9.7mm

C-Channel

15mm

27mm

7.0mm
8.5mm
9.7mm

C-Channel

5mm

15mm

L-Trim

5mm

15mm

L-Trim
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All warranties and product certificates please refer to website under downloads.  

www.terramaterfloors.com.au

Cleaning & Maintenance

Preventative Maintenance

It is only natural that Resiplank Rigid Core floors will show signs of 
wear over time. You can expect years of beauty from your floor by 
observing a few precautions and maintaining regular cleaning and 
maintenance routines.

• Keep dirt, sand, grit and water off the floor by placing outside 
mats in front of all entrances to your home.

• Sweep or vacuum regularly to rid the floor of dust and grit that 
can scratch the finish.

• Remove shoes with spiked or damaged heels before walking on 
the floor to prevent scratches and dents.

• Keep pets’ claws trimmed, paws cleaned and free of dirt or soil.

• Always apply felt pads under any furniture or chair legs to 
prevent scratches and to ease movement. Keep pads clean at 
all times and regularly check and replace as necessary.

• Protect the floor when moving heavy furniture or large 
appliances. Place on mat and slide smoothly over floor.

• Never flood or wet mop floor with water or any other liquid 
products. Severe damage may occur that voids the warranty.

• Wipe up spills immediately with damp cloth.

• Exposure to sunlight with its UV rays accelerates oxidation and 
aging of materials. This may change the colour of the floor. 
Periodically rearrange the furniture to allow the floor to age 
evenly.

Cleaning After Installation

1. Remove all loose debris from the floor using a vacuum, brush or 
dust mop (if using a vacuum, please check the manufacturer’s 
guidelines to make sure it’s suitable for Resiplank Rigid Core).

2. Ensure that all dry adhesive or wax is removed from the surface.

3. Damp mop with a pH neutral detergent.

Routine Maintenance

The cleaning and maintenance regime, whether for commercial or 
residential homes is simple and can be carried out by hand or using 
mechanical cleaning apparatus.

1. Spills and tracked-in dirt should be wiped up immediately.

2. Periodically, as necessary, thoroughly clean the floor with a good 
quality spray mop and with a ph neutral cleaner. DO NOT allow 
excess cleaner to remain on the floor’s surface. Excess liquid 
may damage both the surface and core of your Resiplank Rigid 
Core floor.

3. Vacuum, sweep or mop to remove all dust and loose debris  
(if using a vacuum, please check the manufacturer’s guidelines 
to make sure it’s suitable for Resiplank Rigid Core).

4. Stubborn stains can be removed by spot cleaning with 
concentrated ph neutral detergent.

5. Never use any of the following products (or similar in nature) on 
your floor: ammonia-based cleaners, acrylic finishes, wax-based 
products, bleach, polishes, oil soap, abrasive cleaning soaps, or 
acidic materials such as vinegar. Many of these products pit 
or etch the finish of your flooring or prevent the proper use of 
recommended maintenance materials.

6. Use interior and exterior doormats at all entrances to collect dirt 
and moisture and prevent it from being tracked onto the floor.

7. Area rugs are recommended in front of kitchen sinks, at all pivot 
points within high traffic areas. Do not use rugs with solid rubber 
or vinyl backings. The rugs must be made of a breathable 
material to prevent moisture entrapment.

8. Never clean or wet mop with water, it may permanently damage 
the floor.

9. Cut hair is very coarse and will abrade the surface of the flooring.

10. Keep animal nails trimmed to minimise finish scratches.

11. Do not damage your floor with shoes having heel taps or sharp 
objects protruding from the sole such as rocks, nails or gravel.

12. Avoid walking on wood floors with spike or stiletto heeled 
shoes. Spike or stiletto high heels must be properly maintained 
to prevent damage from the steel heel support.

13. Do not roll or slide heavy objects directly upon the floor. When 
moving appliances or heavy furniture, consider laying a solid 
protective covering on your floor and gently “walk” the item 
across it. Carpet or cardboard is not adequate to prevent 
surface compression scratches.

14. Use furniture leg protector pads under all furniture and make 
certain to keep them clean and well maintained.

15. The flooring should be protected with non rubber matting from 
damage by casters and wheels on furniture and chairs.

16. Protect your floor from direct sunlight. Use curtains and UV 
resistant film on large glass doors and windows. Colour shade 
variation can occur if the floor is exposed to direct sunlight.

17. The use of any kind of steam mop is strictly prohibited. 
The use of a steam mop will cause irreparable harm to 
your floor and void your warranty.

18. Radiant heat from fire places or heater should be avoided. 
Damage can occur.

IMPORTANT: Heavy objects such bookcases, billiard tables, 
kitchen units, that exceed 200kg/object area or if the load 
is greater than 30kg/cm2 should not be placed on a floating 
system. Damage can occur due to incorrect expansion and 
lack of correct raft movement.

We do not recommend adhesive tape is applied to any of our 
flooring products.

Terra Mater Floors



Terra Mater Floors

23-27 Rodeo Drive 
Dandenong South VIC 3175  
Australia 
1300 671 777 

info@terramaterfloors.com.au 
www.terramaterfloors.com.au

Disclaimer

Product images may vary in colour due to possible printing 

process variations. Images should not seek to duplicate the 

exact visual appearance, but serve merely as a guide or point 

of reference. Actual samples should be inspected to confirm 

texture and colour before making a purchase decision.
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